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Text mining has become a popular field with the rapid development of 
information technology and the extensive amounts of unstructured text data 
such as web pages, social network sites and technical documentations. This data 
contains a lot of information, which is extremely difficult to deal with the huge 
number and various forms. Extracting and analysing important information from 
massive data, for example in automotive industries has become our major 
problem. The main aim of text mining is to extract important information from 
massive text data that are difficult to handle manually with error-free. In this 
paper, the fundamental concept is based on Euclidean distance in finding the 
similarity between words. Finally, a set of data is used to describe the 
similarities, distances and frequencies between several words. Word cloud, bar 
plot, dendrogram and co-occurrence network are also presented to illustrate 
the behaviour of the text data. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Individuals and organizations generate enormous amounts of data every day. Statistically 80% of 
existing text data is unstructured, therefore it’s not searchable and therefore is not useful. Only 18% of 
organizations have taken advantage of this data [1]. The Internet is a melting pot of massive amounts 
of text data and analysing all the information gathered if done manually is a lengthy and 

complicated process. Organizing, categorizing, and capturing relevant information from raw 
unstructured data is a major concern and challenge for companies and text mining is crucial for this. 

Text mining is a subdivision of data mining that converts unstructured text into structured data by 
using natural language processing (NLP), which allows our machine to understand human language, 
and statistical and machine learning techniques to process it automatically. Meaningful patterns are 
then identified from the data to extract useful information [2]. As an example, emails, social media 
posts, chats and surveys are unstructured text data and if a few people were tasked to sort through this 
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information and provide conclusions it might lead to errors and failure for the business not only because 
its time consuming and expensive, but also because it might be inaccurate and is impossible to scale. 
Text mining provides a reliable and cost- effective solution to this while simultaneously achieving 
scalability and accuracy in a smaller amount of time.  

This paper is divided into several sections. The introduction explains the issue of text data, internet 
as well as some advantages of using NLP which has become our main focus. In the literature review, 
the text mining processes related to various industries have been discussed. It includes other studies 
that have obtained relevant methods to solve text mining problems in the past until the recent finding 
such as that conducted by Kushwaha et al., [3]. Meanwhile, methodology discussed in depth the 
proposed solution in which R software is employed. It covers three main steps which are text pre- 
processing, text mining operations and post processing and provides useful functions in the form of 
packages which are stored in the R libraries. Finally, results and conclusion summarise the study with a 
conclusion, re-stating the contributions as well as some suggestions for future research. 
 
2. Literature Review  
 

Text mining is an amalgamation of three research areas: information retrieval, data mining and NLP 
(natural language processing). Information retrieval started in the 1960s and mainly dealt with text 
retrieval. Principally, if a few keywords are provided, we can find related documents from a text 
collection. Web search engines, like Google, Bing and Yahoo are essentially information retrieval 
systems [4]. NLP started in the 1950s to make computers understand human language. Data mining 
uses structured data, but in the late 1990s, researchers began to use text as data, which gave rise to 
text mining. In the beginning text mining applied data mining and machine learning algorithms to analyse 
data. NLP techniques weren’t used then, but in the last 10 years as the scope of text mining research 
expanded, natural language processing techniques like parsing, part-of-speech tagging, summarization, 
etc. were integrated [5]. 

Approximately 80% of data in the world is unstructured data and 63-70% of this data goes unused. 
Text mining is an efficient way to derive important conclusions from this data. This helps us improve the 
decision making of organizations leading to more successful endeavours [6]. Text mining has impacted 
many industries such as automotive, healthcare and telecommunication, allowing them to cater 
products according to a customer’s demands and make faster and better business decisions [7-9]. 
Companies have surveys, online reviews and social medial profiles and text mining is done on the data 
gathered here to analyse which product is more popular to increase its manufacture and use the 
comments as a benchmark to create better products in the future. It may also be used in risk 
management to provide insights on industry trends and financial markets by monitoring changes in 
sentiment by analysing reports and whitepapers. It is used to filter spam as text mining allows us to 
exclude emails from certain senders in our inboxes. 

The National Centre for Text Mining (NaCTeM), operated by the University of Manchester in close 
collaboration with Tsuiji Lab, University of Tokyo, is the first publicly funded text mining centre in the 
world. It provides customised tools, research facilities and offers advice to academic community. The 
initial focus is text mining in the biological and biomedical sciences, but research has expanded into areas 
of social sciences [10]. While text mining is helpful, it comes with its own fair share of challenges. While 
it performs some tasks reasonably well, many other tasks need improvement in accuracy. To master text 
mining, one must have an in depth understanding of natural language. Although much research has 
been conducted in this field, the progress is not great. Currently text analysis techniques are mainly 
based on statistical machine learning and data mining algorithms. 

These methods don’t provide true and accurate understanding which reduces accuracy of tasks. 
Another major issue is sentence structure may change the way the data is interpreted by the system  
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[11]. Conceptually, it seems promising and if done well and accurately could be beneficial to the 
industry, but that can be very challenging. 
 
3. Methodology 
 

The text analysis of each dataset in this study is done using R software. R is a free software that 
provides an extensive variety of statistical and graphical techniques. It is easy to learn and use and it 
produces well defined graphical plots for datasets. It can also perform several other functions such as 
statistical analysis, probability distribution and random number generation among others. 

R provides useful functions in the form of packages which are stored in libraries. Each library 
contains tools, functions, and methods to achieve a certain goal. For instance, the library ‘dplyr’ is used 
for data manipulation, ‘ggplot2’ is used for data visualization in the form of pie charts, histograms, etc. 
The datasets used in this study are patent datasets from Derwent Innovations from Clarivate, a global 
leader in providing analytics to accelerate the process of innovation. It aims to improve the way the 
world creates, protects, and advances innovation. 

Figure 1 shows the text mining process which can be divided into three main steps: text pre- 
processing, text mining operations and post processing [12]. Pre-processing involves data selection, 
classification, and normalization (transforming data into a more compatible form that allows different 
text mining techniques to be implemented). Next techniques like clustering, association rule detection, 
visualization, and terms frequency are applied on the normalized data. In the third step, alterations are 
made on the data through text mining functions like evaluation and choice of knowledge. 

 

Fig. 1. Text mining processes [12] 
 

4. Results and Discussion 
 

In R software, before using the library, few packages should be installed in our system using code: 
 

install.packages("ggplot2") 
 

For each subsequent use, the library must be loaded in the beginning of the session using: 
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library("ggplot2") 

 
Some of the libraries used for the demo in this paper are tm, tmap, wordcloud, dplyr, among others 

[13]. The dataset is copied into a text file and loaded into our session. The data is then converted to a 
corpus to make data manipulation in the subsequent steps easier. 

 
mydata <- Corpus(VectorSource(newdata)) 

 
Pre-processing is performed to filter the data and remove any numbers, symbols such as /, @, and 

common English stop words such as there, and the. Any specific word throughout the entire text that 
has been considered as unimportant also can be removed. All the text is converted to lowercase to 
reduce redundancy and extra whitespace is removed. The code for performing pre- processing is: 

 
mydata <- tm_map(mydata, removeWords, stopwords("english")) 

 
A term document matrix is then created from the processed corpus. Then the text is analysed for 

frequency and sorted in descending order and the top 20 records are used for data visualization.  For the 
demonstration, a sample dataset of automotive industry for company A from Derwent Innovation has 
been used. By applying text mining, the strength of technology and expertise for  particular company 
can be determined. Based on this sample dataset, there are four results that have been produced: bar 
plot, word cloud, dendogram and co-occurrence network. 
 
4.1 Bar Plot 

 
A simple data-visualization – a bar plot has been produced as shown in Figure 2. The X-axis shows the 

words with most frequencies in descending order and the Y-axis shows the frequencies of the words. 
From this figure, “pipe” and “hose” word are the most frequently occurring terms which are 41 and 38 
times respectively, while resin and metal occur 12 times. The following code is used to generate this 
result: 

 
barplot(dtm_d [1:20,]$freq, las=2, names.arg = dtm_d[1:20,]$word, col 
="lightblue", main ="Top 20 most frequent words", ylim=c(0,50), ylab = 

"Word frequencies") 

Fig. 2. Bar plot of 20 most frequently occurring words 
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4.2 Word Cloud 
 

Next, by using the same sample dataset, word cloud also has been produced. A word cloud is a 
cluster of words that may be depicted in different sizes and colours to demonstrate a particular result 
in a dataset. In our demo, word clouds have been used to demonstrate frequencies of different words. 
The font size of the word is based on its frequency; the more frequently it appears, the larger the font 
size, as depicted in Figure 3. “pipe” and “hose” word have the highest frequency, thus the font size for 
these two words will be the largest. 

Fig. 3. Word cloud based on frequency of words 
 

The following code is used to generate the result of word cloud in Figure 3: 
 

wordcloud (words=dtm_d$word, freq=dtm_d$freq, min.freq=12, 
max.words=100, random.order=FALSE, rot.per=0.40, 

colors=brewer.pal(9,"Paired"), vfont=c("sans serif","plain")) 
 

It can also be customized to display words that can be differentiated based on depth of colour. If the 
shade is darker, then its more frequent, if it is less frequent, then the shade is lighter, as in Figure 4. The 
words pipe and hose are in the darkest shade of green while words like direction, resin and joint are in 
a lighter shade of green due to comparatively less frequency. The following code is used to generate 
the result of word cloud in Figure 4: 

 
wordcloud(words=dtm_d$word, freq=dtm_d$freq, 
min.freq=12, max.words=100, random.order=FALSE, 

rot.per=0.40, 
colors=brewer.pal(8,"BuGn"), vfont=c("serif", "bold")) 
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Fig. 4. Word cloud differentiating based on depth of color 

4.3 Dendogram 
 
Other than bar plot and word cloud, a dendrogram also can be generated based on the given dataset. 

Dendrogram is a tree diagram that shows hierarchical clustering (clustering that groups similar objects 
together). 
 

Fig. 5. Dendrogram from cluster analysis 
 

In R, words can be clustered using the distance matrix [14]. First, a dissimilarity matrix is 
constructed; currently R provides three methods to perform this function which are: euclidean, 
manhattan and gower [15]. For this study, the ground calculation that has been used is Euclidean 
distance method [15]. In Figure 5, the top 30 most frequent words have been presented. The function 
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‘hclust’ provides several methods for cluster analysis such as complete, median, single, centroid among 
others. The following code produces the result in Figure 5: 

 
d <- dist(head(dtm_d,30), method = "euclidean") hc1 <- hclust (d, 
method = "complete”) plot(as.phylo(hc1), cex = 0.8, label.offset = 

0.5) 
 
Words that are clustered together have comparatively similar frequencies. Therefore, words like 

device and fix have a closer frequency that is less on the scale and words like pipe and hose have a closer 
frequency that is higher on the scale. From this figure, the words metal, resin, direction, fuel, joint and 
peripheral also have the same frequency. 
 
4.4 Co-occurrence network 
 

The words that occur most frequently together using a co-occurrence network also can be 
determined [16-18]. Co-occurrence analysis identifies pairs of words that occur together in the text file. 
The frequency of the pair occurring together increases density and width of the line connecting the two 
words. It starts with creating a bigram and counting frequencies of all the pairs occurring together, then 
it is arranged in descending order, the pair with the highest frequency on top to ensure that data 
visualization is error free. The bigram is then plotted with the following code: 
 

bigrams_counts %>% filter(n >= 5) %>% graph_from_data_frame() %>% 
ggraph(layout = "fr") + geom_edge_link(aes(edge_alpha = n, edge_width 

= n), color = "violetred2") + 
geom_node_point(color = "midnightblue", size = 5) + 
geom_node_text(aes(label = name), vjust = 1.8) + 

ggtitle(expression(paste("Cooccurrence Network - ", 
italic("Company A")))) + theme_void() 

 
 

Fig. 6. Co-occurrence networks 
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As depicted in Figure 6, words like outer, peripheral and surface occur together more frequently, 
which can be considered as a main theme that has been focused. While for the word air, condition and 
air occur together more frequent compared to vehicle and air which is occur together less frequent. 
Similar patterns can be detected in the above figure. n indicates the number of occurrences. 
 
4. Conclusions 

 
This study explored the extent of research done in the field of text mining which is covered on 

information retrieval, classification, and organization from unstructured data. Text mining allows us to 
mine data for people’s thoughts and opinions, genuine insights, and both positive and negative 
feedback. Text mining implementation has been unpopular in the past due to less research in the field. 
However, in recent years, text analytics adoption rates are increasing, and high technological 
advancements like automated text analysis can distinguish valuable data from unstructured 
information. 

For future work, text mining can be used as a part of research in open innovation. The objective is 
to research patents owned by different organizations, to understand how they can participate in open 
innovation. It will help in understanding the impact of intellectual property management that considers 
patent risks on stock prices. However, in this study, there is a limitation that should be improved from 
the results, in terms of removing unnecessary words that are not related with the focus theme. 
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